
2020-21 Fall/Spring Dual Credit Registration for Students 

 

1.  Join the 2020-21 Fall/Spring Dual Credit google classroom: class code xdintbt   All information 

regarding Fall/Spring DC registration is only in the above classroom.  To register for any DC class next 

year you will have to enroll in this google course. 

 

2. Under the classwork tab: Complete Step 1: Dual Credit Fall/Spring Informational Video. 

Watch this video to learn how to register for DC classes at Cy-Lakes next year.  I will explain the reg 

form, TSI/Retesting opportunities and resources in the DC google classroom. 

3. Find your LSC ID and determine which test scores you will use to qualify.    Only upload a score report if 

it is an ACT or SAT test and that is the only way you qualify.  If you need help, I have included 

attachments to assist. All are located under the classwork tab. 

Additional help documents located in the DC google classroom: 

-How to find LSC ID and TSI scores 

-DC Classes at Cy-Lakes and testing requirements for those classes 

-TSI Testing and Retesting 

-Payment information 

 

4. Decide which DC classes you plan to take. This is also located under the classwork tab(DC Classes at Cy-

lakes and score requirements).  Talk to your parents about the classes. Remember, there is a cost 

associated with Dual Credit courses. See Payment Information in the DC google classroom. 

 

5. Complete Step 2: Fall Dual Credit Registration Form.  This is the google form that I showed in the video.  

Remember, this is the only way to register for the DC classes for the 2020-21 school year.   Only 

complete the google form once – even if you receive registration information from more than one 

teacher.  For returning DC students -every student that has turned in a tan registration form now has 

to complete the DC registration google form. Basically, the registration is starting over. 

Towards the end of the registration document is the Cy-Hope Scholarship form.  If a student is qualified 

for free/reduced lunch, Teen Parent or in the EASE program, the student will receive the Cy-Hope 

Scholarship.  If you meet any of the 3 criteria, please complete all portions of the form in order to be 

eligible for the scholarship.  The scholarship will pay for ½ of the cost for up to two DC courses. 

 

6. Google registration form needs to be completed by May 15th.   
It would be best if you complete this process as soon as possible. 


